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A model process is obtained for the behaviour of a non-differentiable but continuous stationary 
Gaussian process after a level crossing. It is shown that the sampled process conditioned on a 
crossing of a fixed level in Slepian’s sense, converges weakly towards the model process, when the 
sample distance decreases to zero. Further it is noticed that there is no difference between 
conditioning on a vertical window and on a horizontal window in this case. 
I Gaussian process non-differentiable process crossing horizontal window conditioning Palm measure weak convergence I 
0. Introduction 
Although the asymptotic properties of the stream of high level crossings of 
Gaussian processes are quite well known under weak condirions on the covariance 
structure, not much is known about the behaviour of a stationary Gaussian process 
after a level crossing of moderate height if the process is non-differentiable. In the 
regular case Slepian [8] has developed a model process for a stationary Gaussian 
process conditioned on a level crossing at zero. The method of obtaining model 
processes has proved useful when calculating crossing interval distributions [8] and 
amplitude and wave-length distributions in Gaussian noise [3, 41. 
When the Gaussian process is differentiable and ergodic the probabilities 
calculated in the model process have an ergodic interpretation since e.g. 
# (7: X(7 + s,) G Xl,. . ., X(7 + S”) s.‘Cn, X(T) = u, 7 E.[O, 7-l) 
# (7: X(T) = u and 7 E [0, T]} 
converges with probability one, when T tends to infinity, and the limit is the 
probability that the model process is not larger than x1, x2,. . ., x, at the points 
s1, s2, . . ., s, respectively. 
On the other hand, if ,the process is non-differentiable, then it has infinitely many 
crossings of any level strictly between its minimum and maximum in every compact 
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interval and now it is no longer clear what to mean by the ergodic interpretation of 
a probability 
P[X(s,) s Xl, * . ., X(s,) 6 xn given X(0) = 2.41. 
However, there is another justification for Slepian’s description of the behaviour 
after a level crossing given by Lindgren [S]. Although it is a delicate problem to 
condition on a level crossing in continuous time, it is an elementary problem in 
discrete time, and Lindgren proved that the sampled process converges weakly 
towards Slepian’s model process when the sample distance goes to zero. The 
sampled process is then considered as a continuous time process by linear 
interpolation between sample points. 
In this paper we will develop a model process for the behaviour of a stationary, 
continuous and non-differentiable GP lssian process. As a corollary we will get a 
justification of the model process bj proving weak convergence of the linearly 
interpolated sampled process, conditioned on a level crossing, when the sample 
distance tends ts zero. 
Let X’be a stationary Gaussian process with continuous sample paths, mean 
zero, unit variance and correlation function I: If X is differentiable Slepian [8] has 
proved that X behaves after a crossing of the level u as the process XU with 
X&) = u l r(t) + A l r’(r)/r”(O) + K(?), t E R (1 1) . 
where K is a non-stationary Gaussian process with mean zero and covariance 
function 
@K(S) l K(t)] = r(S - I)- r(S)r(t)+ r’(S)r’(t)/t”(o). 
The stocha.stic variable A may be interpreted as the derivative of X at the level 
crossing and i:s distributed independently of K. The distribution depends on the 
sense in which X crosses the level u. If the conditioning is in horizontai window 
sense, which has the ergodic interpretation described in the introduction, then A 
has a double Rayleigh distribution but if we condition in vertical window sense the 
distribution is standard normal. When X is conditioned on an upcrossing at zero 
instead of a crossing, A is distributed as Rayleigh and positive normal, respectively. 
if X is 3 non-differentiable process we will prove that X behaves after a 
u-crossing at zero as 
X’(t) = u l r(t)+ K(t), 1 t E R, (1 *a 
where K still is a Gaussian process with mean zero but now with the co‘ ariance 
function R, 
R (s, t) = r(s -- t) -. r(s)r( t),, 
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Since there is no term ana1ogou.s to that containing A in (l.I), one would expect to 
get the same representation regardless of the sense in which we condition which 
also will prove to be the case. 
Example 1.1. Consider the Gauss-Markov process X with mean zero and 
covariance function given by 
r(t)==exp(-ftl), tER. 
We can represent X as 
X(t) = v5 exp(s- t)dW(s), t ER 
where the process W is the usual Wiener process with mean zero and independent 
Gaussian increments having variance 
E{[ W(i) - W(s)]*) = 1 t -- s I, sER, tER. 
Fort>Oweget ’ 





We would thus expect that 
I 
I 





K(t) = d? exp(s - t)d W(s). 
0 
This representation of K is consistent with (1.2) since for 0 < tl< t2 
E[K(h) l K(h)] = 
f2 = exp (s, + sZ - tl - tz)E Id W(s,)d W(sz)] 
I 
11 
= 2exp( -- CI - t2) exp (2s)ds 
0 
= exp (- t, - Q[exp (2t,) - l] 
~exp(~~k-t~~)-exp(~~t~~)exp(-~t~~). 
Note (see Fig. 1) that for small t 
K(t) = di [w(t) - w(o)] 
and for large t 
K(t) = xu (t). 
Fig. 1. Immediately after a crossing of a high level u the process 
follows the deterministic term u 9 r(t) in the expansion (1.2). 
Remark 1.2. There are many possibilities to interpret the intuitive notion of 
conditioning on a crossing of the level u at zero. The vertical window interpretation 
is intuitively expressed by saying that we condition on a crossing of a level in the 
infinitesimaf interval [u - du, u + du] at time zero. This gives rise to the usual 
conditioned probabilities and a Gaussian process conditioned in this way is still 
Gaussian. .- 
The horizontal window conditioning is expressed by saying that the process 
crosses the level u somewhere in the infinitesime! time inteival [ - dt, dt]. The 
conditioning is connected with the Palm measure of the point process of crossings 
and has some ergodic properties as described in the introduction and in 
Corollary 3.5. 
For differentiable processes it is intuitively appealing that these two ways of 
conditioning gives different results since if the process passes through a horizontal 
window the derivative is on an average not so close )to zero as if the proces *es passes 
through a vertical window. The exact result is, as pointed out above, that the 
derivative follows a double Rayleigh distribution and a Gaussian distribution, 
respectively. 
En the nondifferentiable case the paths have unbounded variation and we will 
prove that there is no difference if the process goes through a vertical window or a 
horizontal window. 
2. The covariance conditions 
To ensure that the stationary Gaussian process X with unit variance is 
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non-differentiable we assume that the correlation function r is not twice differenti- 
able. More specifically we assume that 
(0 r(f) = 1- t”C(t)+ o[t”C(t)], t & 0, 0 < (2 < 2, 
where C( * ) is a slowly varying function at zero. The condition (i) is used by Qualis 
and Watanabe [7] to handle high level crossings of non-differentiable Gaussian 
processes. The conditions we will use, are 
0 ii r(t) = 1+ o(P), f J 0 for some cy, 0 < cy < 2, 
and 
. . . 
( ) 111 r(s - f) - r(s + f) = o([l - r(2f)]l}, f 4 0 uniform!y in S, 
which are consequences of (i). That (ii) follows is immediate, and (i) implies (iii) 
since, if we choose p c I with icx < p < CK, then 
r(s - f)- r(s + t) 5 o(P), f 4 0 uniformly in S, 
when (i) holds by Boas [2], Theorem 1, and hence 
T(Swt)- o(f@) 
[1 - r(2f)]2 ((2t)“C(2t) + 0[(2t)“qFt~-, O9 f J O9 
uniformly in S, since p > $cu, which establishes (iii). 
3. The theorem 
Here we are going to prove that the non-differentiable 
conditioned on the event 
Gaussian process X 
A,(u)={X(-e)<u<X(e) or X(-E)>U >X(E)} (3.1) 
converges weakly towards the model process XU in (1.2) when E tends to zero. We 
begin by establishing the convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a sfationary Gaussian process with continuous but non- 
diferertfiable sample paths, mean zero, unit variance and correlation function 
satisfying (iii). Then the finite-dimensional distributions of X conditioned on A, (u,) 
converge to fhose of the model process X, defined by (1.2). 
Proof. Define U, = ~[X(E)+ X( - E)] and VE = [X(E)- X( - &)]/a~ with a, - 
d2[ 1 - r(2E )] and hence E [ Vf] = 1. Then 
A.B(uU)={IU.-UOI<~F~IVF~/~). 
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This is because 
~Xf~)-uo+X(-+-uo~~~X(~)-uo-X(-~~+u~~je=> 
[X(E)-U*]‘[X(--E)-Uo]<Oe3 
_X(- E)< u,<X(E) or X(-E)) Uo)X(q. 
We write a, (uo) = {(u, v) EE R*: 1 u - uol<tz l jiul} anduse thenotation AXx for 
X(t,) s xl,. ,. ., X(t,) s x,,. We have 
P(Xa pL = u, v, = v)z/5(u/DU,)+(v)dudv 
‘- 
where DU, denotes the standard deviation of UE. 
Using the substitution u’= (u - ~~)/a,, we get the right-hand side equal to 
P(X+U. = uo+ u’u,, V,? = v)#[ u”D;~uE]~(v)du’dv 
. 
4 [(no+ u’)/DU ]+(v)du’dv 
We wilt prove that the integrands converge pointwise, and hence the integrals 
converge by dominated convergence, when e tends to zero. The limit will be a 
multidimensional Gaussian probability expressible by means of the model process 
X* as 
I,$ P[X S x 11 A, (uo)] = P[X&) s xl. . . .? X&) G x, 1. 
To prove pointwrse convergence, consider 
E[X(s)/ ue = !:i;+ A&, v/E = v] = (u,+ u’cr,)[r(s + E)+ r(s - E)]/[l + 1(2&) 
+ (V/U:, )[r(s - E)- r(s + E)]+ uor(s), E i 0, 
because [r(s - E)- r(s + ~)],!a, -+O, E & 0, by (iii). Further the conditional 
covariance function is given by 
R,(s, tj = Cov [X(s\,. X(t)11 UE = u()+ U’C,, v, = v] 
h-Q_+ E)+ r(s - tz)][r(t + 8)+ r(t - ~7;: r<s - f j _- A- - E) 
2[1+ r(2e)] 
- rs-- 1[( E) - r(s + E)] [r(f - E) - r(t + e)]/a3. 
The last term rsnds to zero 3y (iii) and hentie 
R, (s, P) -a r(s - t> - r(s)r(t), E 5_ 0, (3 2) . 
and the pointwise convergence is; established. 
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Remark 3.2. Note that we get the same asymptotic distribution if we condition on 
the event {X( - a) < u C X(E)} as if we condition on AE(u). Hence when the 
derivative does not exist, it does not matter if we had an up-crossing or a 
down-crossing. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a stationary Gaussian process with continuous but non - 
differentiable sample paths, mean zero and covariance function r satisfying (ii) and 
(iii). Then the process X conditioned on A, (u) converges weakly towards the model 
process XU of (1.2) in the space of continuous functions with the topology of uniform 
convergence on compacts. 
Proof. The convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions is given by Lemma 
3.1. To prove tightness we will check the following sufficient condition (cf. [ 11, 
p. 95). 
(1) The family of conditional distributions of X(0) given A, (u), E > 0 is tight. 
(2) E{IX(t+h)-X(t)lZ” l~A,(h)}~c *IhI” for some r~ >l and nz 20. 
The condition (1) is an immediate consequence of the finite-dimensional 
distribution convergence. To prove (2) we will use the notations 
a, = @iqCjj, US = [X(E) + X( .- 42, VE = [X(E) - X( - E)]/CF 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Introduce the conditjonal standard deviation and 
mean 
D = {Var[X(t + h)- X(t)11 UE, V. ]}“2, M = ?E;X(t + h)- X(t)j/ UF, V, ] 
respectively, and note that D is a constant. Then 
E = E(IX(t +- h)- X(t)j2m IIA, (u)} 
= E{E[ 1 X(t + h) - X(t)t;2W’ 11 Us, Ve] 11 A, (u)}. 
Now the conditional distribution of X(t -+ h) - X(t) conditioned on (UC, VE) is 
normal with mean M and variance D2. Hence 
E = E [ 2 (9 (2~ - l)!!D” M2m-2” 11 A, (u) ]. 
u=O 
We note that 
with a = [r(t + h + E)+ r(t + h - q,)- r(t + E)- r(t - ~)]/[l t- r(2&)] and 6 = 
[r(t + h + E) - r(t + h - E) - r(t + F) + r(t - E)]/J,. Since the event A,(u) is equi- 
valent to {I U, - u I < CT, l I Ve l/2}, we get that, conditional on A, (u), 
jMIs1V,I(IaIrr,/2+lbI)+Iu*aI=IV,I~c+Iu*aj. 
NOW, still conditioning on AF(u) the 2m first moments of 1 VF 1 exist and they are 
uniformly bounded in E by some constant I%,,,. Hence 
E[IM12k]sE[(i VE 1 ‘c + 1 
Now we have to look closer at the numbers a, c and D which appear in the upper 
bor~~ds. Computing D, 
D* = 2[1- r(h)] -h*[l + r(2e)] - b2 6 2[1- r(h)] = o(h”) 
by (iij if E is not too large. Hence a = o(h fi’2) and b = ,(ha’*) and then c is of the 
same order. Finally we get 
E = f’. (ff) (2~ - l)!!D*’ l o(h”‘2)2m-2v = o(h”‘“) 
which establishes the tightness if m is chosen larger than l/a. 
Corollary 3.4. Let XE be the continuous process which is obtained by sampling X at 
time points (2k + l)~, k = 0, +, 1, + 2,. . ., and interpolating linearly in between. 
Then Xe conditioned on A,(u) in (3.1) converges weakly towards XU defined by (1.2), 
when E decreases to zero. 
Prcxd. For all T > 0 
=GP sup iX(s+h)-X(s)l>SIIA,(u) . 1 
But for all 7j XI theae are g1 and g2 such that for all E’C &I and E”< e2 
P sup lX(s+h)-X(s)j>SIIA,,r(u) q 
--TI6ssT 
Ih&& 1 
(cf. lt3illingsley [I], p. 55). Hence if E is smaller than both E~ and ~2, 
i.e. Xe ( l ) - X( * ) conditioned on A, (u) tends to zero in probability in the function 
sp~e and since X( 9 ) conditioned on A,(u) converges weakly, so does X, ( l ). 
Thle next coroF1;Rry gives an ergodic interpretation of the mode! process X,( of 
(1.2). 
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Corollary 3.5. Let A” be ergodic and X, as in Corollary 3.4. The,r 
= lim lim jgc{TEr~:~~(Tft~)~X,,...,x~(7+t”)~X”,x~(7-&)<U,x~(r_(-&)>1(] 
b $0 T-+= #{TErT:x&-- E)< U,X,(T +F)) u) 
with probability one, where rT = (7: 1 T 1 s T and T = 0, + 2e, It: 4e, l . ‘1. 
Proof. The inner limit converges to a probability by ergodicity wlren T tends to 
infinity. This probability tends to the left-hand side when E goes to zero by 
Corollary 3.4. 
Corollary 3.6. When X is non-differentiable, conditioning in horizontal window 
sense and in vertical- window sense in the sampled process give asymptotically the 
same result, when the sample distance tends to zero. 
Remark 3.7. To prove the asymptotic Poisson property of high level crossings of 
a Gaussian process with correlation function satisfying (i), Pickands [6] and Quails 
and Watanabe [7] introduced a non-stationary Gaussian process Y with mean 
E[Y(t)]= --ItI” and covariance Cov [ Y(s), Y(t)] = 1 s 1” + 1 t 1” - 1 s - I I”. The 
finite-dimensional distributions of a suitably normed version Z* of the model 
process X,, in (1.2) converge towards those of Y, when the level II tends to infinity. 
In the light of Remark 3.2 and Corollary 3.6 this fact is hardly surprising. Let G( *) 
denote the inverse of VI l laC( .) (cf. [7], p. 582) and Z,(t) = u{X,[tG(l/u j] - u). 
Then we get 
E[Z,, (t)] = u2{r[tG(1/u)] - 1) 
= u2[ - 1 tG(l/u)l”C[iG(l/u)] - o{G”(l/u)C[tG(l/u)]}] 
= -u2~tp4*+0(~)-+ -It/“, u-p=; 
because of the definition of G and the fact that C( l ) is slowly varying. In the same 
way 
Cov [Zu (s), 2” ft)] ;.-: u2{r[s - t)G(?/u)] - r[sG(l/u)]r[tG(llu)]) 
-+~sl”+~tl”-Is-t/“, u--,=. 
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